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Abstract—A Photonic implementation is proposed for the Long-Short Term Memory neural network, offering fundamental
speed and bandwidth advantages over digital electronic implementations. Integrated analog memory for photonics is
designed as a component of this network.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Photonic hardware is favorable for applications requiring high-bandwidth transmission, such as the global internet.
Recent innovations in silicon photonic fabrication have enabled on-chip implementation of photonic circuits. This has
opened a low-cost, high-precision, and scalable avenue for the development of photonic computing. Advances in
photonic computing have demonstrated suitability for applications requiring high-bandwidth parallel processing,
especially neural networks [1]. So-called ‘Neuromorphic Photonic’ designs offer greater speed and less energy
consumption than equivalent networks implemented in digital electronics [1].
The Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) neural network is a recurrent architecture that offers advantages for timeseries processing [2]. Neuromorphic photonic LSTMs offer a solution to growing demand for high-speed, highbandwidth neural networks in time-series applications, including video processing, autonomous driving and optical
communications [3][4][5]. Here, we present a photonic architecture for implementing LSTM networks on an integrated
silicon photonics platform with analog electronics. The network is designed to exploit fundamental speed, bandwidth,
and efficiency advantages offered by photonic computing designs.
As part of this design, an analog electronic memory system for photonics is introduced. Analog memory provides
many advantages in photonic processing, eliminating speed limitations introduced by ADCs and DACs [6]. Optical
memory research has only recently shifted focus from elementary memory units to functionally complete memory cells,
and many optical memory technologies still rely on advanced materials and fabrication processes [7]. Co-integrated
analog electronic memories with photonics take advantage of the benefits of analog memory while avoiding the
challenges of working with experimental optical memory devices.
II. PHOTONIC LSTM ARCHITECTURE
A photonic network architecture was developed such that the governing equations describing the physical circuit
are isomorphic to the equations describing the LSTM node [8]. An annotated photonic circuit design is seen in Figure
1c, alongside a schematic of an LSTM node in Figure 1a. This circuit has a similar recurrent architecture to the
broadcast-weight photonic recurrent neural network, a neuromorphic photonic design also based on isomorphism [9].
Simulation and in-lab performance of the broadcast-weight network validates several design choices in the proposed
LSTM, including the microring resonator (MRR) weight banks, used to implement the multiple weight-and-sum
operations in the neurons, and the use of wavelength-division multiplexing to carry vector data in the system [9].
Compared to the proven multiwavelength (i.e broadcast-and-weight) network [10], additional photonic devices in the
LSTM enable analog memory and element-wise multiplication as required. Addition is accomplished by the
superposition of coherent intensity-encoded signals, concatenation is accomplished by WDM.
An analog memory circuit was designed to store the LSTM ‘cell state’ vector. This memory system eliminates the
latency introduced by Analog-To-Digital conversion which can be a limiting factor in high-bandwidth systems [6], and
takes advantage of electronic technology that can be fabricated on-chip. The memory cell is an analog electronic circuit,
but it is designed with integrated photonic edge devices: A photodiode detects incoming laser pulses and a microring
modulator (MRM) writes stored values to the photonic domain. The system is designed to trigger on the rising edge of
a photonic pulse and write the analog pulse intensity value to a two-transistor electronic memory cell with write and
read capability. The memory system can be seen in figure 1b. The design was simulated in SPICE using equivalent
circuit models for the photodiode and MRM [11]. The memory circuit was shown to accurately capture pulses as short
as 0.3 μs, and store values without refresh in a 16-level analog memory scheme for up to 130 μs. Tunable amplifiers
within the design make it possible to optimize the memory for a variety of system speeds, wavelengths, and intensities,
and ensure operation in the linear region of amplification.
A novel MRM layout is introduced to implement analog multiplication at the electronic/optical barrier. The
approach consists of two linearly controlled microring modulators for the same wavelength in the all-pass configuration,
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Figure 1: a) Schematic of operations in a recurrent LSTM, based on equations presented in Hochreiter et. al. [8] b) Overview of
an analog electronic memory circuit, showing devices that cross the electro-optic barrier (photodiode and MRM) c) High-level
overview of photonic long-short term memory design. The photonic neuron and its constituent elements (MRR Weight Banks
and sum/nonlinearity) are called out, and two examples of MRM multiplication are highlighted. Ellipses within vectors and
weight banks are included to indicate that the design can be expanded to include larger vectors, by including more wavelengths.

arranged in series along a single waveguide, for example the multiplication of vector elements of ft and ct (Box M1) in
Figure 1c. This design can be scaled to accommodate multiple wavelengths on the same waveguide, as seen in Figure
1c (Box M2). Simulations demonstrated modulator multiplication to be within 10% of ideal multiplication on
approximately one quarter of the dynamic range of a photonic computing system, making it an effective solution when
coupled with amplifiers.
III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A transfer-level simulation of the full design was constructed in Python. Training and optimization at the network
level are ongoing, simulations will be used to create a physical layout for the network. The LSTM is designed using
devices that can be fabricated with standard silicon foundry process, making this design relatively inexpensive and
scalable [12]. Either flip-chip or wire-bond connections are planned to connect silicon photonic and electronic
components. Fabrication is anticipated in November 2020.
The photonic LSTM design proposed presents an advance in neuromorphic photonics by enabling the effective
handling of time-series data. The analog memory for photonics proposed as a part of this design provides a novel and
scalable approach to memory in photonic circuits. Throughout the design process, ease of fabrication and scalability for
this system have been emphasized, to enable rapid development and market readiness. With enormous opportunities in
the field of high-speed high-bandwidth real-time neural network applications, the photonic LSTM with analog memory
has great research and market potential.
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